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Figure 1: Left panel: schematic layout of a Neutrino Factory (IDS baseline). Right panel: layout of the
MICE experiment at RAL. The secondaryµ beam from ISIS enters from the lower left.

After the on-going long baselineν experiments (LBL) to confirm the atmosphericν claim, the
next step will be to determine the small parametersθ13, ∆m2

21 and the CP violating phaseδ . In this
context a vigorousR&D program (νF, conventional superbeams andβ -beams) is needed.

1. The Neutrino Factory project.

The neutrino factory (νF) is a muon storage ring where decaying muons produce collimated
neutrino beams along its straight sections. SeveralνF designs have been proposed, such as the ones
of references [1, 2]: the IDS design is shown in Figure1 (left panel). A high intensity beam ac-
celerated by a high power proton driver produces in a thin Hg target, after some accumulation and
bunch compression, low energy pions. After a collection system, muons are cooled before acceler-
ation up to 20-50 GeV/c, depending on the design. Accelerated muons of well defined charge and
momentum are then injected into an accumulator where they circulate until they decay, giving two
neutrino beams along the straight sections. For the design of aνF some key points have to be clar-
ified with dedicated R&D experiments, in particular targetry, muon cooling and accelerator R&D.
The baseline option for aνF target is a Hg jet target with impinging particles at energies10±5
GeV. Available data are very scarce and for the tuning of the MC simulations of theνF beamline
the HARP data on heavy targets, such as Ta or Pb, are of utmost importance [3]. In a νF, the
produced pions are then collected through a magnetic horn or focussed through a superconducting
solenoid (IDS baseline design). The MERIT (MERcury Intense Target) experiment at CERN [4]
has studied the feasibility of a mercury-jet target for a 4 MW proton beam with solenoidal pion
capture, obtaining positive results.

The cooling of muons (accounting for∼ 20%of theνF final costs) increases its performances
up to a factor 10. Due to their short lifetime (2.2µs), novel methods such as the ionization cooling
[5] must be used. The MICE experiment [6] at RAL aims at a systematic study of one cell of the
US Feasibility Study 2 cooling channel (see figure1 for its layout). The MICE experiment will be
done in stages and is expected to be finished by 2012.
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2. Conventional superbeams andβ -beams

Conventional neutrino superbeams [7] exploit intense proton sources to produceν ’s from pion
decay. Open problems include targetry (mainly target heating and thermal shock) and the devel-
opment of a multi-MW proton driver. The main limitations of aν superbeam are connected to the
intrinsic νe contamination (∼ 1%) in theνµ 7→ νe channel, the low energy of the produced neutri-
nos and the need of gigantic low-density far detectors, to access sub-dominant transitions to study
θ13. A ν superbeam may be envisaged as the first step of aνF , as in the CERN SPL project.

Many ingredients similar to aνF are incorporated also in the Beta beam concept. This new
scheme to produce high intensity, low energyνe beams is based on the decay in flight of accelerated
β−emitters [8]. As an example, in the decay of the radioactive ion:6He+++ →6

3 Li+++e−νe the
He6 ion can be accelerated toγ = 150giving a highly collimated, low energyνe beam (divergence
∼ 7mrad,< Eν >' 581MeV). Figure2 shows from left to right the sensitivity to a non-zero value
of sin22θ13, the sensitivity to the mass hierarchy (sign of∆m32) and to the leptonic CP violation
for the proposed facilities. Discovery limits are shown as fractions of all the possible values of the
true values of the CP phaseδ andsin22θ13, see [2] for more details.

Figure 2: Comparison of physics performances for the different facilities proposed. The bands show the
room for improvements as respect to the baseline option.
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